STOLEN ENGINES

2 (two) TCM 1000 hp Engines:

- Huber 1450 transmissions
- CMI E top exhaust w/tail pipes
- 1471-Blower Shop blowers & Superchillers
- Engine Sr #’s: TCM564868 & TCM564869
- Polished aluminum Brodix heads
- Pro Merlin blocks
- Purple accessories
- MSD ignitions
- Dual 1050-Holley carbs w/billet flame arresters
- Mercury dual cooler bell housing
- Remote coolers, fuel filters & pump, TCM sea strainers


LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Teague Custom Marine; Valencia, CA
DATE OF INCIDENT: August 17, 2002
LAST SEEN w/SUSPECT VEHICLE: Silver late model F15 Ford (possibly Chevy) jacked up; last seen Sunday, 8/17/02, at the corner of Sampson & McKinley; Corona, CA
POLICE AGENCY: LA County Sheriff (661) 255-1121
POLICE RPT #: 402-11766-0645-071

$10,000.00 REWARD $10,000.00

A reward is being offered up to $10,000.00 by concerned parties for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above equipment in an undamaged condition. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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